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Crystalline solids retain shape under stress,
display regular arrangement of atoms, sharp Bragg
peaks, crystal facets.

Fluids flow viscously under stress, take shape of
container.

Glasses, liquid crystals have intermediate behav-
ior.

Defects, such as vacancies, grain boundaries, mod-
ify behavior of solids.

Atoms in solid are localized, even for quantum
solid.

Atoms in fluid are extended, particularly for quan-
tum fluid.
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Superfluid order in solids was discussed nearly
forty years ago, and a careful analysis made by An-
dreev and Lifshitz (1969). I heard discussions of this
problem somewhat earlier, probably from Geoffrey
Chester, who published his own version in 1970.

In a quantum solid the potential energy needed to
produce a vacancy or interstitial might be compen-
sated for by the reduction of kinetic energy due to
delocalization of the defect into a Bloch state.

In this case there might be spontaneous formation
of vacancies, or of interstitials, or of both.

This process will produce a limited density of de-
fects if the repulsive interaction between like defects,
due to elastic interactions and short-ranged repul-
sion, dominates.

In bosonic solids these defects with mutual repul-
sions should Bose condense at suitably low temper-
atures and produce a supersolid, which supports a
superfluid gas of defects.
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If there is preferential formation of vacancies, there
will be discrepancy of lattice parameter deduced from
a density measurement, and from X-ray diffraction.

Standard methods for detecting a super-

fluid transition should be applicable to super-
solid. These include:

1. Detection of persistent flow,

2. Observation of reduced moment of inertia be-
low critical temperature, or enhanced dissipation
around the critical temperature,

3. Specific heat signal at the transition,

Both experimental attempts to observe such ef-
fects in a solid, and theoretical attempts to simulate
the spontaneous formation of defects, gave negative
or inconclusive results for more than thirty years.
Leggett (1970) estimated superfluid fraction of or-
der 10−4 or less.

Most theorists think energy to create point defects
is too high to support this mechanism (Prokof’ev,
Svistunov).
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Possible detection of superfluid flow in

solids was announced in 2004 by Eun-Seong Kim
and Moses Chan, who used torsional oscillator to
detect drop in moment of inertia in various solid
samples:

1. Helium in porous Vycor glass;

2. Helium in the annular space between two coax-
ial aluminium cylinders, with spacing 0.63 mm;
if annulus is blocked moment of inertia behaves
normally:

3. Helium in porous gold.

Basic results have been confirmed by work at Cor-
nell (Rittner and Reppy), Keio, Rutgers (Aoki, Graves,
Kojima), Paris (Sasaki, Ishiguro, Caupin, Maris,
Balibar).

Aoki, Graves, Kojima have shown that relative
frequency shifts at 500 Hz and 1200 Hz are much
the same.
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Details do not support Andreev-Lifshitz model:

1. Reduction of moment of inertia varies in a range
from .05% to 40%, with removal of 3He and an-
nealing reducing the non-classical moment of in-
ertia.

2. Onset temperature in the range of 0.1 to 0.2 K,
with little effect from changing pressure in the
range 35 bar to 150 bar.

3. Nonclassical inertia constant at low temperatures
appears independent of temperature.

Balibar group finds that solid-liquid interface creeps
down to its equilibrium position at a rate of around
8 µm/s only if there are visible grain boundaries in
the solid.

Clark, West, Chan say inertial anomalies exist in
single crystal.

Day, Beamish find that rigidity modulus increases
by up to 10% of its value as temperature is lowered
from 150 mK to 20 mK. As with the inertia, the
effect gets less when the crystal is less impure.
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Center of mass motion. Mimic annulus with

0 < x < Lx , 0 < y < Ly , 0 < z < Lz ;

periodic boundary conditions in x direction, rough
boundaries in y, z directions.

Center of mass R = 1

N
∑N

j=1
rj moves by Lx/N if

one boson moves by one period Lx.
If such a motion is dynamically possible this im-

poses quantization of circulation.
Quantization of circulation stabilizes superfluid flow.
Repulsion between bosons enhances delocalization

and Bose condensation, smoothing out disorder. This
is well known for dilute atomic systems.

For Andreev-Lifshitz process we expect the super-
fluid transition temperature to scale as

Tc ∝ c2/3

v /m∗ , ρs ∝ cvm
∗ ,

where ρs is the superfluid density, cv,m
∗ vacancy

concentration and effective mass.
Observed transition temperatures and inertial anoma-

lies are unlikely to fit this formula.
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Extended defects and superfluidity. Bal-
ibar is strong advocate of grain boundaries as pro-
moters of fluidity is the solid.

Bonisegni, Kuklov, Pollet, Prokof’ev, Svistunov,
Troyer advocate a tangled net of dislocations.

Perhaps it is grain edges that promote fluidity.
Perhaps the 3He acts as a lubricant on the defects.
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What do I think?

Phase of condensate wave function might be sus-
tained in grain boundaries or dislocation network,
but it is hard to see why it might produce as big a
reduction in inertia as Rittner and Reppy have seen.

Supersolid order might spread from liquid regions
into surrounding solid by zero-point melting–regelation.

We ought to understand why increasing rigidity
modulus goes together with decreasing inertia. That
is not what I would expect.
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What theories are on offer?

1. Vortex glass, just like cuprate superconductivity
(Anderson).

2. Just a regular glass (Balatsky).

3. Grain boundary melting (Balibar).

4. Flow through dislocation network (Prokof’ev and
Svistunov following Shevchenko).

5. Boundary melting (Wettlaufer, Dash).

6. Nothing special happens in the low temperature
limit, but, as temperature is raised, mobile de-
fects make rigidity less (Day, Beamish). (How
do they increase inertia?).
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